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Montanuniversität Leoben is part of the International Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education 
under the auspices of UNESCO for over a year by now. 

As the University’s Rector, I am especially proud of being part of this important cooperation focused primarily 
on attaining the Sustainable Development Goals at national and international level in the field of mineral 
resources. 

I also appreciate the center’s aim of creating best conditions for further training of qualified specialists and 
scientific personnel in the field of mining. 

The center’s activities in the year 2020 were characterised by setting up a framework for our future projects, 
for example by participating in an International Working Group with the outcome of a resolution to develop 
a unified international system of mineral resource sector specialists’ competences, based on existing national 
systems and aimed at developing higher level competences. 

I am looking forward to bring important projects like this into focus of our UNESCO center’s future work and 
to charge the center with the operational responsibility for such a common international degree accreditation. 

Based on their educational and professional experience, Mining University of St. Petersburg and Montanuni-
versität Leoben will certainly be the best partners to run such significant projects.

Wilfried Eichlseder, Rector of Montanuniversität Leoben

FOREWORD BY THE RECTOR OF MONTANUNIVERSITÄT LEOBEN
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Inaugurated in December 2019, the Austrian branch’s first year of operation was a dynamic one. Despite the 
unforeseen circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic, we took the opportunity to contribute to the implemen-
tation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations in the field of mineral resources.

With this document, my team and I want to present our work in the year 2020. We are happy to deliver a 
variety of activities– from online and offline events, over the development of educational programmes up to 
marketing and information dissemination, along with the establishment of the Austrian branch itself and the 
commencement of its operations.  

I would like to cite Ms. Peggi Oti-Boateng, Director of Science Policy and Competence Development at UNESCO, 
during the opening ceremony of this years Forum-Contest for students & young researchers:

“This centre’s work is more urgent than ever before, as the world battles with sustainable development, with 
climate change, unfavourable exploitation of natural resources. […] What we celebrate today, is international 
collaboration in science and engineering where we try to build peace in the minds of people, using expertise 
of engineering.”

W

Peter Moser, Vice-Rector of Montanuniversität

DIRECTOR´S MESSAGE
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE AUSTRIAN BRANCH

about us 

Montanuniversität Leoben has been coopera-
ting successfully with Saint Petersburg Mining 
University for more than 15 years. 

This cooperation culminated in December 2019 
in the foundation of the Austrian branch of the 
International Competence Centre for Mining-
Engineering Education under the auspices of 
UNESCO at Montanuniversität Leoben (MUL). 

The Austrian branch operates on a global 
mandate with a specific focus on Europe and 
Austria and has given priority to the topics of 
sustainability, the global supply of raw materials 
and raw materials policy.

From our perspective, international coopera-
tion, working across borders and disciplines are 
the most important ingredients for developing 
innovative solutions and new ideas for the sustai-
nable development of society globally. 

This is why we are very proud to be a major partner in this global raw materials initiative dedicated to educa-
tion, research and work with young people.

In general terms, the headquarters of the International Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education 
under the auspices of UNESCO at Saint Petersburg Mining University (SPMU), established in March 2018, is a 
category II centre of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). 

These centres and institutes form a 
vast network of associated centres 
in the fields of water, renewable 
energy, science policy, biotechnology, 
geosciences, the basic sciences and 
remote sensing. 

Furthermore, through capacity building, 
the exchange of information in their 
particular discipline, theoretical and 
experimental research and advanced 
training, they provide a valuable 
contribution to the implementation of 
UNESCO’s strategic programme objec-
tives and actions in education, sciences, 
culture and communication at the 
global, regional and national levels. 

From left to right: Rector Eichlseder, Vice-Rector Moser, Rector Litvinenko at the 
signing ceremony of the Austrian branch

From left to right: Rector Eichlseder, Rector Litvinenko, Vice-Rector Moser at the signing ceremony 
of the Austrian branch
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Context of our work

Society is currently facing a series of major challenges, one of the most important being the drastic global 
population increase and simultaneous economic growth of developing nations.  Additionally, a technological 
and energy revolution is looming at the global doorstep. 

All of this brings with it a mineral intensity in a high volume and variety. This leads to the fact that in addition 
to the visionary concept of the low carbon circular economy, the supply of mineral raw materials from primary 
resources is needed to cover the increasing demand. 

Therefore, our task is to develop new innovative 
solutions for the careful extraction and efficient 
use of primary resources and the recovery of mi-
nerals from secondary sources. 

In order to do so, we create conditions for the 
education of resource engineers within the fra-
mework of new international study programmes 
as well as the continuing education of qualified 
personnel in mining engineering. In addition to 
that, we create favourable conditions for the glo-
bal mobility of students, post-graduate students, 
teachers and scientists. 

Another focus of our centre is on research and development activities for the efficient and environmentally 
friendly use of resources. 

our mIssIon

Our mission is to educate today’s engineers for a sustainable tomorrow. 
This goes hand in hand with the promotion and support of UNESCO’s overarching objective of sustainable 
development at the national and international levels with regard to the mineral resources and mining sector. 
Our work is related to the following Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

The particular aims of the mission are:

• Creation of conditions for excellence in education and the continuous education of qualified specialists;

• Creating favourable conditions for the global mobility of students, post-graduate students, teachers and 
scientists;

• Development of an international network of researchers working around the topic of sustainable raw ma-
terial supply from primary and secondary resources.

SDG 4 - Quality Education

SDG 7 - Affordable and Clean Energy

SDG 9 - Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

SDG 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production

SDG 13 - Climate Action

SDG 17- Partnerships for the goals
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who we are

Established in December 2019, the Austrian branch of the Centre is an integral part of Montanuniversität’s 
strategy of internationalisation. The Centre participates in the global raw materials initiative under the auspices 
of UNESCO dedicated to education, research and work with young people.

Operating on a global mandate with specific focus on Europe and Austria, the Austrian branch has given prio-
rities to the topics of sustainability, global supply of raw materials and raw materials policy. 

Alongside with the rector of Montanuniversität Leoben, as head of the Austrian branch, the acting team 
comprises of the following dedicated and ambitious members:

vICe-reCtor peter moser

Position: Director of the Austrian branch

Tasks: Department Strategy – Establishment of the Austrian branch, strategic 
development of new education and research programmes with the head-
quarter in Saint Petersburg; development of relations with the global mining 
community; contacts to the Austrian and European raw materials related 
institutions

Peter Moser is a professor at Montanuniversität Leoben. He completed his MSc 
in Mining Engineering with a specialisation in Tunnelling in 1983 and his PhD in 

Mining in 1989. In 2020 he received an honorary doctorate at TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

Since 2008 he holds the Chair of Mining Engineering & Mineral Economics. In 2011 he was appointed Vice-
Rector, responsible for International Affairs and University infrastructure.

Through his very active involvement in the European Raw Materials landscape, such as in the European Inno-
vation Partnership on Raw Materials High Level Steering Group or as a steering committee member in the EIT 
RawMaterials Community, his research and devotion currently revolve around the societal challenges regar-
ding the sustainable raw materials supply of Europe and the globe. Professor Moser speaks German, English 
and intermediate French. 

susanne feIel

Position: Head of the International Department and Resources Innovation Center

Tasks: Department Strategy – coordinating the access of the Austrian branch to 
Austrian and European Sustainability and Research Networks

Susanne Feiel has a degree in English studies and is currently enrolled in the PhD 
programme at TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Germany). 

Susanne Feiel is the Head of the Departments of RIC (Resources Innovation 
Centre) and of MIRO (Montanuniversität International Relations Office) – the 
department at MUL in which the Austrian branch is organisationally integrated. 

Her vision is a comprehensive internationalisation of the university through long-term, stable and qualitatively 
strong partnerships with other universities.

Her areas of focus are education, creation of visibility for the raw materials sector as well as initiatives for 
sustainable development, material flow management and climate action in order to promote the develop-
ment of responsible resource consumption and responsible production. Sussane Feiel speaks German and 
English and upper intermediate French, Italian and Spanish.
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anna  voICa

Position: Department Operations – Communications & Partnership Manager 

Tasks: oordinator of operations department administration, partnership manage-
ment, organising and hosting offline and online events, marketing and social 
media, coordination of the Austrian branch’s participation in the development 
of mobility activities

Anna Voica studied law and mediation. Pursuing her interest in international rela-
tions and cooperation, she studied 1 year at the Diplomatic Academy in Vienna. 
Applying and deepening her knowledge in diplomacy and international relations, 
she worked as a Liaison Officer at the Austrian presidency of the Council of the European Union in 2018. 
In addition to her mother tongues German and Romanian, Ms. Voica speaks English and upper intermediate 
French. Currently she is studying Russian.

anastasIa kuCheryavaya

Position: Department Operations – Scientific Coordinator

Tasks: development and implementation of the Austrian branch’s joint research 
and academic activities including the coordination of joint scientific program-
mes, course design and promotion of the principles of the UNESCO Competen-
ce Centre for Mining-Engineering Education to the broader audience

Anastasia Kucheryavaya obtained her Master’s degree with honours in Cera-
mics and Refractories at D. Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology of 
Russia. Afterwards she worked for 7 years in Research & Development for the 
refractory industry in Austria, Italy and Russia gaining experience in project 

management and as a production and quality development manager. Since 2015 she has been enrolled in 
the PhD programme at Montanuniversität Leoben (Austria). Besides her mother tongue Russian, she speaks 
English, German and basic Italian.

marIa theresa trettler

Position: Department Operations - Education Portfolio Development and Orga-
nisational Support

Tasks: development of an education portfolio including courses and summer 
schools, marketing design, organisational support in offline and online events

Maria Theresa Trettler is an active Mining Engineering student at Montanuni-
versität Leoben. After finishing her studies, she will specialise in sustainable and 
green mining. 

Because of her knowledge of the university´s structure and the student’s interests, she actively works on the 
implementation of activities that are highly welcomed by students: for example, she promotes the integration 
of topics like environmental protection and sustainability into the daily education of future mining engineers. 

Further, she is co-developing the corporate design of the Austrian branch and supports the organisation and 
holding of events. Maria Theresa Trettler speaks German, English and is currently studying Russian.
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PARTNERS & PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

Establishing a global network of excellence is of utmost importance to us. These are the partners with whom 
we work to achieve this endeavour:

mIro - admInIstratIve support for InComIng and outgoIng students and researChers

Montanuniversität International Relations Office (MIRO) is a service facility which 
provides support to the Austrian branch in the application for, review and coordi-
nation of mobility programmes along with its processes regarding incoming and 
outgoing mobilities.

More specifically, MIRO supports prospective international students and researchers as well as their hosting 
institutes before their arrival, during their stay and up to their departure with information on visa and resi-
dence titles, accommodation, administrative issues, health insurance and everyday life in Leoben. 

MIRO aims to provide a high quality of support and services, helping future students and researchers grow into 
a vibrant community, and ensuring they feel comfortable and prepared to study and live in Leoben. 

At the beginning of each winter semester MIRO organises a Welcome Day for international students where 
they will learn everything they need to know about their study life in Leoben before the start of the semester. 

MIRO‘s aim is to provide a high quality of support and services, helping future students and researchers grow 
into a vibrant community, and ensuring they feel comfortable and prepared to study and live in Leoben. 

MIRO’s Services:

Providing information before and during the stay on the follo-
wing topics:

• Immigration (Visa and Residence Titles in Austria)

• Finding accommodation in Leoben

• Registration at the university

• Austrian health insurance system

• Residence Registration with the city of Leoben

• Confirmation of Registration for EU/EEA citizens

• Doctors who speak English or other languages

• German courses

• Services of the city of Leoben

• Activities & Events

Please find further information here: https://international.unileoben.ac.at/en/

International studens on a hiking tour 

Students enjoing their break Traditional Austrian food served during a hike
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rIC - sustaInabIlIty and researCh networks

The Resources Innovation Centre Leoben (RIC) at Montanuniversität Leoben is home 
to the international partnerships of the university in the areas of sustainable science, 
education and industrialisation and serves as a platform for the interdisciplinary 
linking of the institution‘s expertise for integration into large-scale projects.  

The main focus of the activities in the portfolio include:

• Increasing the circularity of materials in terms of the circular economy through recycling, digital techno-
logies and industry 4.0 solutions

• Re-design of production systems with regard to material flow-optimised, energy- and resource-efficient 
production 

• Decarbonisation and dematerialisation of industrial processes

• Development of integrated systems for a sustainable supply of raw materials and energy based on respon-
sibly and sustainably produced raw materials and CO₂ neutrally produced hydrogen

• Development of approaches for the sustainable interlinking of abiotic and biogenic resources

• Identification of risks for the industry in the transformation process to CO₂ neutrality and design of 
measures through repeatable and scalable solutions.

RIC coordinates activities within the partner networks, namely:

• EIT RawMaterials: Knowledge & Innovation Community of the European Union in the mineral raw mate-
rials sector;

• EIT Climate-KIC: Knowledge & Innovation Community of the European Union in the areas of Urban Transi-
tion and Sustainable Production Systems to foster a climate resilient society;

• UniNetz: implementation of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals in the Austrian Higher 
Education sector through a joint network project of all universities;

• Climate Change Centre Austria: coordinating body for the promotion of climate research in Austria.

Through the close cooperation with RIC the Austrian branch obtains the opportunity to access relevant Euro-
pean and Austrian networks in the raw materials sector. Further, activities are developed and implemented 
with our core partners: 

eIt raw materIals

Montanuniversität Leoben is one of the founding members of EIT RawMaterials, a know-
ledge and innovation community in the field of mining, processing and recycling. In 
addition, the development of new, more sustainable materials and the substitution of 
critical raw materials are a focus of the EIT RawMaterials community. Every year, around 
50 research projects with a financial volume of around €100 million are carried out.

eureCa-pro - european unIversItIes

European Universities is one of the flagship initiatives of the EU’s ambitions to build a 
European Education Area. MUL is project leader for the successful Erasmus+ project 
“EURECA-PRO – The European University Alliance on Responsible Consumption and 
Production”.

The UNESCO Mining-Engineering Education Competence Centre | Austrian Branch  has 
joined and supports this project as associated partner.
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spmu - saInt petersburg mInIng unIversIty 
  

Montanuniversität Leoben and Saint Petersburg Mining University have been coope-
rating for more than 15 years in the field of research and education. Together with 
major companies in the fields of mining, processing and construction, exchange 
programmes have been established. Recently, a new exchange programme under 
Erasmus+ has been launched. Professors, researchers and students meet regularly 
to exchange views and ideas on future sustainable mining and processing technolo-
gies.  

Please find further information at: https://en.spmi.ru/v

tubaf - teChnIsChe unIversItät bergakademIe freIberg

Cooperation between TU Bergakademie Freiberg (TUBAF) and Montanuniversität 
Leoben goes back to as early as the 19th century. Many joint education and research 
projects are the basis for a lively cooperation. 

Please find further information at: https://tu-freiberg.de/

lut - lappeenranta-lahtI unIversIty of teChnology

LUT University is the Finnish flagship centre within the network of the Centre for 
Mining Education UNESCO. LUT brings in their expertise, for instance, in separation 
technology, waste management and circular economy involving mineral resources.
We are happy to have further deepened the cooperation between LUT and MUL, 
through LUT’s participation in our online lecture series.

Please find further information at: https://xplorer.fi/en/ and https://lut.fi/tu 

unesCo aalborg pbl Centre

Like the UNESCO Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education, 
the Aalborg Centre for Problem Based Learning in Engineering Science 
and Sustainability is a category 2 centre under the auspices of UNESCO. 
It contributes to a reform strategy to higher education by combining 

Problem and Project Based Learning (PBL), Engineering Education Research (EER) and Education for Sustai-
nable Development (ESD).

We are happy that the Aalborg Centre followed our invitation to participate and share their expertise in our 
online lecture series.

From this starting point, the Austrian branch has paved the ground for possible further joint projects at 
Montanuniversität in Leoben.

Please find further information at: https://www.ucpbl.net/
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european InstItutIons

As part of our efforts to pave the ground for future collaboration, the Austrian branch of the UNESCO Mining 
Engineering Education Competence Centre plays a key role in building a bridge and establishing relations to 
the European Raw Materials Sector and the European Commission.

In this context, Vice-Rector and Director of the Austrian branch, Peter Moser, addressed the Commission at 
the virtual launch event for the European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA) on 3 September 2020. 

Founded by the European Commission, ERMA was announced as part of an Action Plan on Critical Raw Mate-
rials, and the publication of the “2020 List of Critical Raw Materials“. 

The Alliance aims to make Europe 
economically more resilient by diver-
sifying its supply chains, creating jobs, 
attracting investments to the raw mate-
rials value chain, fostering innovation, 
training young talents and contributing 
to the best enabling framework for raw 
materials and the Circular Economy 
worldwide.

It addresses the challenge of securing 
access to sustainable raw materials, 
advanced materials, and industrial 
processing know-how. 

As an academic expert and active participant in the commission’s raw materials activities, Professor Moser was 
invited to give an independent view of the research’s perspective, and sharing his thoughts on the potential 
of the alliance. 

In the beginning, Professor Moser stated that societies are currently undergoing a massive transformation, a 
transformation that needs to be successful for future generations to be able to meet their needs and to live in 
favourable ecological conditions. 

In order to make this change successful and to tackle future challenges in a flexible and systemic manner, he 
went on to describe the research and development prerequisites in the field of raw materials along with the 
necessary underlying transformation of our conventional systems. In essence, he emphasised the necessity 
of an interdisciplinary research approach in the raw materials sector, coupled with unbureaucratic excellence-
oriented framework conditions. 

In Professor Moser’s opinion, the key to developing new technologies for a sustainable and affordable supply 
of (critical) raw materials for mankind lies in the enthusiasm and vision of young people to work on sustainable 
solutions.

In his concluding remark he stated: “Society has to 
undergo a massive transformation to be successful for 
future generations to meet their needs and live in favou-
rable ecological conditions. 

Therefore, we have to concentrate our future R&D efforts 
on the development of innovative responsible production 
and consumption systems with low impacts that fit into-
the boundaries of our planet.”

Vice-Rector Peter Moser 

Vice-Rector Peter Moser
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OVERVIEW KEY ACTIVITIES
(IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)

etablIshment of the premIses

expert forum on dIgItalIsatIon In the raw materIals seCtor 

pre -Jumpstarter workshop

onlIne researCh and eduCatIon serIes 

“sustaInable development approaChes In engIneerIng researCh and eduCatIon“

Peter Moser: Introduction to sustainable raw materials supply

Riina Salmimies: Recovery of phosphorous from municipal sludge 

Anette Kolmos. Basic principles of PBL in engineering education 

Saeed Rahimpour Golroudbary: Global supply chains of critical raw materials

Robert Obenaus-Emler: Sustainable hydrogen & carbon supply & energy mining

Outlook to January 2021: Harald Harmuth (MUL), Antti Häkkinen (LUT), Helmut Flachberger (MUL) 

reCtor eIChlseder at “advanCed engIneerIng CompetenCIes – future of the raw materIals Industry”

student aChIevements: austrIan wInners of the young researChers forum (spmu)

soCIal medIa: Instagram, lInkedIn, researCh gate

mobIlIty and measures to InCrease mobIlIty: JoInt study programme, surveys, equIvalenCe Catalogues

development of a researCh strategy agenda und JoInt researCh topICs and aCtIvItIes 

Presentation of the UNESCO Centre at the Chair of Mining Engineering and Mineral Economics

Meeting with the Vice-Rector of Science and Innovation  of SPMU

Coordination of the „Scientific Research Project“ for the students of the Geoecology programme

partICIpatIon and attendanCe In onlIne ConferenCes/semInars/events of our partners

Moscow Green Economy Forum: joint presentation with J. Zhukovsky (SPMU)

Seminar on didactics (MUL)

MINEX Russia Forum 2020 

Innovative directions in mining process: effective mineral exploration (SPMU)

Intercultural sensibilisation of university personnel (MUL)

Online Flipped IRSPBL Aalborg (UNESCO Aalborg PBL)

12th ESEE Dialogue Conference „Brain Drain“

Skills and competencies of the XXIst century workforce (LUT)

Circular Economy for materials processing (LUT)

Hydrogen Conference of the German-Russian Raw Materials Forum
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EXPERT FORUM ON DIGITALISATION IN THE RAW MATERIAL SECTOR 

Exploration, mining and mineral processing - as the digitalisation of the sector is progressing, Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL), Augmented/Virtual Reality (AR/VR) and data integration 
solutions are increasingly being used to collect, analyse and manage data and to visualise content in real time 
in variable contexts. 

These technologies are therefore the topics of the first Expert Forum of the EIT Raw Materials Sustainable 
Discovery and Supply Lighthouse. The International Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education 
under the auspices of UNESCO as the Austrian branch at Montanuniversität Leoben, co-organised this event.

 

As the mission of the Austrian branch is to support UNESCO’s global prio-
rities of sustainable development by creating conditions for excellence 
and the continuous education of qualified specialists for the mining 
sector, it has given priority to the topics of sustainability, global 
supply of raw materials and raw materials policy.  

In this context, in cooperation with partner universities and 
organisations, the Competence Centre seeks to work towards a 
more sustainable raw materials sector. 

As digitalisation in the sector progresses, such joint events 
enable key stakeholders to come together, discuss trends, iden-
tify industry needs and innovative solutions and establish networks 
for project and strategic alliances. 

The interest for the event – more than 130 participants from more 
than 20 different countries - show the importance of the topic and the 
need for future cooperation. 

We were pleased to welcome the delegation from SPMU and to invite 
Dr. Yuriy Zhukovskiy, Director of the Scientific Centre for Digital Technologies of Mining University St. Peters-
burg, as one of our expert speakers.

Welcoming the Russian delegation at the Expert Forum, Leoben. From left to right: Aleksey Boikov, Yuriy Zhukovskiy, Sergey Chernyadiev, Peter Moser, 
Alexandra Byldysko, Mikhail Shabalov, Anna Voica, Anastasia Kucheryavaya

Speaker Yuriy Zhukovskiy from SPMU
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ONLINE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION SERIES 
sustaInable development approaChes In engIneerIng researCh and eduCatIon

“We are very glad that more than 200 
people from over 20 different countries 
have signed up for one or all lectures. 
Each lecture is attended by around 
70-120 persons. This is a remarkable 
success” - Peter Moser, Vice-Rector and 
Director of the Centre.

The current situation of uncertainty is an 
important opportunity to learn from this 
exceptional situation to adapt to changes 
and enable continuity. 

Higher education institutions all over the 
globe have now the chance to accelerate 
the implementation of modern learning 
methods and create new opportunities 
with partner institutions, such as virtual 
mobility, shared resources, networking 
and joint online activities.

Within the network of the Competence 
Centre, the Austrian branch proposed 
the implementation of a series of Online 
Research and Education Lectures, starting 
in November 2020, ushering into the 
new academic year with its new online 
programmes and learning activities.

We are content and blissed, that this 
proposal resulted in a fruitful collaboration where we are showcasing international experts from

• the Finnish branch at Lappeenranta Technical University (LUT), Finland;

• the Headquarter at Saint Petersburg Mining University (SPMU), Russian Federation; 

• the UNESCO Aalborg Centre for Problem-Based Learning (PBL) at Aalborg University (AAU), Denmark; and

• the Austrian branch at Montanuniversität Leoben (MUL), Austria.

The lectures are held under the umbrella title “Sustainable Development Approaches in Engineering Research 
and Education”.

goal 

The aim of the establishment of a series of online research and education lectures is to build up and promote 
networking among researchers, which would lead to the facilitation of future joint research activities. 

We further want to connect lecturers/researchers with students (Master/PhD level) through knowledge 
sharing and interaction. Our goal is to encourage debate and exchange of experience.
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format 

Alternately every week, a speaker from MUL/LUT/SPMU/AAU gives a keynote speech within their area of 
expertise and/or presents ongoing research projects, followed by a lively discussion in the Q&A session.

With the goal to open the lecture series to the wider public, registration is free of charges and available at 
Eventbrite, an event management and ticketing website, via https://unesco_mining_aut.eventbrite.com.

tIme table 2020/2021

10.11.20 Peter Moser  

Sustainable raw material supply (MUL)

20.11.20 Riina Salmimies 

Recovery of phosphorous from municipal sluge (LUT)

26.11.20 Anette Kolmos 

Variations of PBL in engineering education (UCPBL)

09.12.20 Saeed Rahimpour Golroudbary 

Global supply chains of critical raw materials (LUT)

17.12.21 Robert Obenaus-Emler 

Sustainable hydrogen & carbon supply & energy mining (MUL)

12.01.21 Harald Harmuth

Future topics of research and education in refractory sciences (MUL)

22.01.21 Antti Häkkinen 

Innovative technologies for tailings management (LUT)

tba Helmut Flachberger

Dry processing (MUL)
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consume without thinking about consequences of 
their behaviour. 

Establishing awareness with respect to the industry, 
fueling the world-wide consumption, is only a first 
step.

As a result of increased awareness of the developing 
resource scarcity, a desire and need to reuse mate-
rials has brought the research of resource recycling 
to the forefront in the area of raw materials. Even 
if the percentage of recycled materials is increasing 
from year to year, the amount of needed raw mate-
rials to hold our life standard is increasing faster.

In the context of living standards, he addressed the 
issue of consumer behaviour, and stimulated the 
listeners to reflect on their own behaviour.

Professor Moser further stressed the connections 
between the visions of circular economy, green deal 
and sustainable development goals and how those 
concepts are going to be synergised. 

He showed the impact on raw material consumption 
due to the development of renewable energy sources. 
Due to this process the demand of raw materials 
like gallium, lithium and cobalt had expanded enor-
mously. The importance of maximising the material 
flow inside the circular economy cycle, especially for 
such materials was emphasised.

In the following Q&A many students asked questions 
about the effectivity and the implementation of the 
circular economy. They were also very interested in 
how to deal with the challenge of the increasing raw 
material consumption.

vICe-reCtor professor PETER MOSER

IntroduCtIon to sustaInable raw materIal supply

montanunIversItät leoben, austrIa

On 10 November the online lecture series started 
with Professor Peter Moser`s lecture dealing with 
the topic “Introduction to sustainable raw material 
supply”.

Professor Peter Moser is Head of Chair of Mining Engi-
neering and Mineral Economics at Montanuniversität 
Leoben. In his function as Vice-Rector of the univer-
sity he is president and member of relevant national 
and international committees and steering groups in 
the field of mineral resources and sustainability, such 
as the Austrian University Conference, the European 
Innovation Partnership on Raw Materials and the 
Austrian coordinator of the successful application for 
the Raw Materials Initiative, the largest consortium in 
the raw materials sector worldwide.  He is the driving 
force for the establishment and further development 
of the Austrian branch of the International Compe-
tence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education under 
the auspices of UNESCO in cooperation with the Saint 
Petersburg Mining University.

Professor Moser´s lecture addressed the challenges 
of sustainability both in production and consump-
tion of raw materials. He discussed in detailed the 
sustainable raw material supply approach and its 
measurements. 

In his remarks he covered society’s needs of mineral 
raw materials and how those are influenced by indus-
trial, technological and societal development. The 
exploding increase of raw materials consumption in 
the last decade is one of the major problems of a 
sustainable raw material supply. 

He drew attention to the fact, that the need of critical 
raw materials will further increase as third world 
countries seek to improve the living conditions of 
their citizens. 

Another aspect that was discussed, is the issue of the 
so-called throw-away society. Mankind has shown to

“The aim is to meet the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations

 to meet theirs.”
Brundtland report
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dean, d.sC. (teCh),  m.sC. (bus) RIINA SALMIMIES

reCover of phosphorous from munICIpal sludge 

lut unIversIty, fInland

On 20 November 2020, the second unit of the 
Austrian branch´s online lecture series, with the title 
“Recovery of Phosphorous from Municipal Sludge”, 
took place.

The lecture was held by dean of School of Enginee-
ring Science at LUT (Finland) Riina Salmimies D.Sc. 
(Tech), M.Sc. (Business). The lecturer brought her 
expertise for industrialising a technology of reco-
vering phosphorous from municipal sludges for 
fertilisers application. Holding a position of CTO of a 
Finnish start-up she dealt with the implementation 
of this technology from pilot to full commercial scale.

“Phosphorous is a depleting natural resource neces-
sary for modern agriculture. The phosphates for 
commercial fertilizers are typically produced using 
apatite rock but in the face of scarcity we must also 
turn to urban sources, such as municipal sludge 
produced as a by-product of municipal waste water 
treatment. Multiple technologies exist to valorise 
sludge and recover phosphorous from it, but most 
have their advantages and disadvantages. This lecture 
highlights incineration as a way to treat sludge and 
recover phosphorous. A practical perspective with 
advantages and disadvantages is taken.” – Riina 
Salmimies.

Being supporter of the circular economy, she 
addressed different available technological proce-
dures like digestion, thermal treatment or pyrolysis 
for usage of municipal sludge. 

The lecture was followed by a discussion of how the 
implementation of a scientific idea to a profitable 
business can be done. Several crucial milestones 
during the process of bringing the innovation to 
production were named.

First of all, working with partners with expertise like 
universities ensures the technological solutions, 
which could not be offered by non-specialist compe-

titors. 

Secondly, on the academic level the following key 
competences of project participants would be advan-
tageous: the adaptability as well as the knowledge 
and skills gained during pilot-scale activities. These 
competences are earned by students and project 
participants by challenges of problem solving. In 
return this experience of being part of a start-up 
helps in training the entrepreneurial mindset of engi-
neers and opens a broad carrier prospective. 

And lastly, Riina Salmimies recommended patenting 
as it helps protecting the business, especially consi-
dering the necessity of financial investment. 

Polling questions during the presentation helped 
participants to check their understanding of entre-
preneurship challenges and provided interaction 
during the online format of the lecture. Integration 
of engineering ideas into commercial model was 
discussed in the Q&A session. 

The lecturer underlined the significance of collabo-
ration with different institutions in order to build up 
any business. A connection between primary and 
recycle phosphorus productions for fertilisers as well 
as legislations were addressed 
as important and needed 
variables in this multiple 
solution.

Speaker Riina Salmimies

Moderator and Educational Lead at the 
Finnish branch Matti Lampinen
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professor anette kolmos

varIatIon of pbl In engIneerIng eduCatIon

unesCo aalborg pbl Centre, denmark

On 26 November 2020, the third unit of the Austrian 
branch´s online lecture series, with the title “Varia-
tions of problem-based and project-based learning in 
engineering education” was held by Professor Anette 
Kolmos.

At the centre of the lecture was the question: How 
do engineering institutions respond to major sustai-
nability challenges? As they will require new types 
of engineering competences as well as an embrace 
of interdisciplinary, complex problem solving and 
humane interaction.

One of the responses is student-centred learning and 
in particular problem- and project-based learning 
(PBL), which has been seen as one of the pedagogical 
models to bridge the knowledge gap between educa-
tion and professional work. 

The Aalborg Centre for Problem Based Learning in 
Engineering Science and Sustainability under the 
auspices of UNESCO is a widely renowned institu-
tion in this field. It is based at Aalborg University in 
Denmark. 

The director of the Centre and Chair holder for 
UNESCO in Problem Based Learning in Enginee-
ring Education, Professor 
Kolmos, has researched the 
following areas, primarily 
within the field of Engi-
neering Education: gender 
and technology, project 
based and problem-based 
curricula, change from 
traditional to project orga-
nised and problem-based 
curricula, development of 
transferable skills in PBL and 
project work, and methods 
for staff development. 

From that starting point onwards, Professor Kolmos 
presented in her keynote variations of PBL ranging 
from discipline problems to complex problems at 
varying scales. In this context she showed the diffe-
rences in team dimensions, collaboration and level of 
complexity. Particularly, megaprojects in engineering 
education were exemplified.

“What is needed from companies are flexible 
systems, where students get the ability to work on 
different projects in parallel and work on different 
types of small projects in a much more agile way. “ 

Anette Kolmos

At a later point, including insights of the latest 
research, she underlined that more coherent curri-
culum models are emerging with clear progression 
of student-centered activities, including new compe-
tences of being able to develop personal learning 
trajectories. 

In the final discussion she shared her perspective on 
the plentiful opportunities to include PBL principles 
into traditional learning settings.
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d.sC. saeed rahImpour golroudbary  

global supply ChaIns of CrItICal raw materIals

lut unIversIty, fInland 

On 9 December 2020, the third unit of Austrian 
branch´s online lecture series, with the title “Global 
Supply Chains of Critical Raw Material Supply”, took 
place. 

The lecture was held by Saeed Rahimpour Golroud-
bary, researcher and lecturer at LUT University, 
Finland. 

He holds a M.Sc. in Industrial Engineering from 
University Technology Malaysia (UTM). In 2020 he 
received his Ph.D. with distinction from LUT Univer-
sity in Industrial Engineering and Management. 

His research interests include the development 
of methods and analysis for a sustainable supply 
chain of materials and their circularity, using 
several methods such as dynamic, nume-
rical and mathematical modelling. 
Dr. Goulroudbary has published 
several articles in high impact jour-
nals such as Energy Conversion 
and Management, Science of the 
Total Environment, Environmental 
Science & Policy and Journal of 
Cleaner Production. 

The lecture offered a systematic view 
to address the challenges on global supply 
chains of critical raw materials, focusing on different 
stages including mining, processing, production, and 
recycling. Besides the necessity of looking at the tech-
nology of different processes, the presentation has 
highlighted the needed for interaction between diffe-
rent stages of supply chains as a system to analyse 
their dynamic behaviour.

In the beginning of his presentation he discussed 
what critical raw materials are and which different 
definitions are applied for those. 
Due to this exposition Dr. Golroudbary clarified why 
some raw materials are critical and what the chal-

lenges are in their supply chains. He also stressed 
how waste management and recycling can help and 
create new and exciting opportunities in the next 
decades to decrease the scarcity of certain critical 
raw materials. 

Furthermore, the lecturer elaborated on how industry 
partners may strife to be more resource efficient thus 
reducing the need for scarce raw materials.

Additionally, proposals on how governments and 
regulators can support supply chain management in 
addressing the challenges on critical raw materials 
were also explained. Further, he stressed the import-
ance of gaining a little resilience to be not completely 

dependent on the global players. 

The lecture provided concrete exam-
ples of the supply chain modelling to 

analyse the challenges on critical 
raw materials from a sustainability 
perspective. 

In this context Dr. Golroudbary 
pointed out, that recycling of some 
critical raw materials has a greater 

negative environmental impact than 
primary production, one example being 

Lithium. 

Different case studies in the field of raw material 
recycling where discussed to show the complexity 
within responsible supply chain management.

The technique of simulation modelling (system dyna-
mics methodology) from a systematic perspective 
was introduced to elaborate on the qualitative and 
quantitative analysis. 

In Q&A following the lecture especially the reduc-
tion of critical raw material consumption and the 
dependency of the EU from the global players were 
of special interest to the students.
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dIpl.Ing. robert obenaus-emler  

sustaInable hydrogen and Carbon supply and  
energy mInIng 

montanunIversItät leoben, austrIa 

On 17 December the sixth instalment of the lecture, 
under the title “Sustainable hydrogen and carbon 
supply and energy mining” took place. 

The lecturer, Robert Obenaus-Emler studied Cera-
mics at Montanuniversität Leoben from 1998 to 
2005 with participation in exchange programs at the 
Colorado School of Mines (Golden, USA) and the 
McGill University and École Polytechnique (Montréal, 
Canada) for one semester each. He continued to 
work at the Montanuniversität Leoben as a scientific 
researcher with focus on thermodynamic and kinetic 
modelling of large-scale industrial processes. 

In the recent years his research focus shifted to the 
valorisation of industrial by-products at large scale, 
mainly in the field of alternative mineral binder 
systems. Additionally, he is involved in the educa-
tion at the Montanuniversität in the field of mineral 
binders.

Since June 2020 he is Head of Innovation and R&D 
portfolio management at the Resources Innova-
tion Center, a service hub at the Montanuniversität 
Leoben where he is in charge for the management 
and coordination of large-scale research projects in 
cooperation with national and international indust-
rial and research partners.

As the title above already reveals his lecture was all 
about how Hydrogen produced with a zero-mate-
rial footprint will play a major role in future energy 
systems relying solely on renewable energy. 

Hydrogen enables the coupling of the sectors elect-
ricity, gas, and heat and further enables the storage 
of renewable electrical energy at a massive scale. It 
therefore contributes to a climate-neutral mobility 
and industrial production.
Robert Obenaus-Emler showed that presently 
hydrogen is produced by steam methane reforming 
with a remarkable CO2-footprint. 

Considering a strongly increasing demand of 
hydrogen in the near future, alternative production 
technologies for hydrogen are needed. 

In this context, he elaborated on two of them:

One being the electrolysis of water. However, this 
technology requires high specific energy input and is 
only CO2-neutral, if all the required energy is avai-
lable from renewable resources. 

Another more energy saving production route would 
be the pyrolysis of methane. This procedure, as 
Robert pointed out, requires by far a lower specific 
energy input compared to electrolysis. Hence, it is a 
possible alternative bridging technology for hydrogen 
production. 

An additionally huge advan-
tage of this technology 
is the fact that carbon 
is produced as a 
by-product which has 
numerous applica-
tions in agriculture, 
construction, and 
h i g h - t e c h 
products. 

In the following 
Q&A many ques-
tions were asked. 
The students espe-
cially showed huge 
interest in how the 
technological imple-
mentation for pyrolysis will 
be managed in the following 
years, and how hydrogen will 
be transported from produ-
cers to users.

Lecturer 
Robert Obenaus-Emler
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outlook to January 2021

professor harald harmuth – montanunIversItät leoben, austrIa

professor anttI häkkInen - lut unIversIty, fInland

professor helmut flaChberger – montanunIversItät leoben austrIa
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RECTOR WILFRIED EICHLSEDER AT “ADVANCED ENGINEERING COMPETENCIES – 
THE FUTURE OF THE RAW MATERIALS INDUSTRY”

Engineers with relevant competence will be instrumental 
in responding to key issues of the mineral resource industry 
protecting the environment, improving industry safety, and 
reducing investment risk.

One way that could help the profession drive positive change 
would be a new, common competence framework for Raw 
materials Engineers that builds on existing national systems 
and focusses on developing higher competencies relevant to 
these above-mentioned challenges.

The organisers, the headquarter of UNESCO MinEngEdu 
Competence Centre at SPMU and IOM3 (Institute of Materials, 
Minerals and Mining), invited to share and discuss views and 
perspectives about such a competence-framework for Mining 
Engineers, which could shape the future of mining.

Rector of Montanuniversität Leoben, Wilfried Eichlseder was invited to share his perspective within the second 
panel discussion «National and international competence systems – opportunities for integration».

Rector Eichlseder started by depicting the education system for mining engineers followed by the elaboration 
on the ability to exercise the profession, in Austria as well as Germany. 

He named the institutions, procedures and regulations that ensure a high quality of the national educational 
and professional systems, as well as already existing certifications for mining professionals. 

Regarding further certifications, the rector stated: “In principle, a quality assurance for the education 
programmes in mining is welcomed.” At the same time, he stressed that it is highly relevant to ask following 
questions, when discussing about new international certification: 

Who should certify? 

What should be certified? 

How to certify? 

In this context it was mentioned that new regulations must 
not question the competence of existing quality-assured 
universities and must not subject them to additional, exten-
sive bureaucracy.

In the second part of his statement Rector Eichlseder 
elaborated on the necessity to integrate and deepen the 
cooperation and common approach between disciplines to 
tackle the issues of climate, energy and raw materials supply.

In his closing remarks he underlined the UNESCO    MinEn-
gEdu Competence Centre’s strength to collaboratively 
develop education from different perspectives and in the 
same way beneficial to research.

“This diversity through cooperation within UNESCO offers 
the opportunity to make an important contribution to solving 
the challenges of our time through innovation.” - Wilfried 
Eichlseder

Rector Wilfried Eichlseder
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student aChIevements

wInners of the young researChers forum

In June the International Forum-Contest “Topical Issues of Rational Use of Natural 
Resources” took place. The event was organised by the headquarter of the 
International Competence Centre for Mining Engineering Education under 
the auspices of UNESCO, St. Petersburg Mining University.

Traditionally taking place in St. Petersburg, this event is attended by 
students, postgraduates and young scientists from Russian and foreign 
universities, employees of mining, geological, oil and gas, energy, engi-
neering, and metallurgical companies. 

This year, more than a thousand participants, from all over the world, 
have registered for and participated in the forum. Due to the current 
Covid-19 situation, the Forum-Contest was held online. Young scientist´s 
presented their research in their area of expertise. 

The topics included enhancing the technology of the complex processing 
of mineral raw materials to produce new generation materials; geological 
mapping, prospecting and mineral exploration; improving the energy efficiency 
of the mineral resource complex’s production, waste recycling, water treatment, rest-
oration of disturbed lands and other relevant scientific areas. 

The Austrian branch of the International Competence Centre for Mining Engineering Education, under the 
auspices of UNESCO selected eight students from Montanuniversität Leoben to participate in this event. Four 
of our students were among  the winners of the event. They were nominated “Best Speaker” in their research 
area by the respective international jury. 

For their engagement and excellent performance on the international stage the students were rewarded by 
the Austrian branch to value their dedication. 

What I liked the most about this event was the interaction with the jury after 
the presentation. Here it turned out who really was familiar with his 

presentation and if all critical questions could be answered and 
if you could “defend” your work.” –

 Kurt Friedrich

It was exciting to listen to other lecturing students 
from various universities and to experience their 
shared interest in raw materials and mining.
- Alexandros Evangelatos

I think such events are relevant in an educational 
context to see how and on which topics other scien-

tists and students are working. You get to know the 
views of students from all over the world.

      - Carina Doedlinger

Kurt 
Friedrich

Alexandros Evangelatos
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SOCIAL MEDIA & PUBLIC OUTREACH

In order to establish and grow its (online) presence and outreach, the Austrian branch created an account on 
various social media platforms, including Instagram, LinkedIn and Research Gate.At the same time, by sharing 
content of your partner institutions, we support the increase of the Centre‘s visibility. 

Instagram - unesco_mining_aut

Instagram is a photo and video sharing 
social networking service. It´s two biggest 
user groups are aged 18-24 and 25-34.  
Being used worldwide, it allows to enga-
ge with the audience and build up a con-
nection to the followers. This is the main 
reason the Austrian branch started its 
presence on Instagram. 

The targeted audience on this platform are 
students of all partners of the Competen-
ce Centre´s.  The content shared are 
firstly, hard facts such as information ab-
out activities of our partners and oursel-
ves, study programmes and conferences; 
secondly, information to building cultural 
awareness and thirdly, insights behind the 
scenes of the Austrian branch’s work.

Get to know the team and event invitation– the first posts on Instagram

Our Advent calendar posted on Instagram showed cultural aspects in Austria, Russia and Finland of celebrating 
Christmas and new year were shown (typical food, traditions, proverbs, songs).
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Get to know the team and event invitation– the first posts on Instagram

Research Gate

Research Gate is  a scientific social media platform entirely devoted to research. 
The main focus audience is scientists, current and future academic partners. It 
allows not only to be updated about accepted and published papers, but also 
to get in direct contact with the authors. 

It is, a rapidly growing network that provides an overview of scientific fields 
of interest. It is a valuable and convenient tool supporting scientific collabora-
tion. The Austrian branch is represented in Research Gate and invites to follow 
scientific news.

www.researchgate.net/project/Austrian-Branch-UNESCO-Competence-Centre-for-Mining-Engineering-
Education-MUL

Job Profile  „RAW MATERIALS ENGINEER“ on Watchado

Whatchado is an innovative Austrian enterprise headquartered in Vienna which is gaining more and more 
popularity among young people of German speaking countries. The secret of its success is that Whatchado is 
not a conventional job searching platform. Their vision is to support young people to find inspiration in a pro-
fession. For this purpose, they promote not only open positions but also the profession itself. A great num-
ber of interviews with people working in different sectors talking about their job environment, motivation, 
tasks, responsibilities, challenges, and insider know-how can be found here for free. Pupils and young people 
can use this website to watch this video-interviews, do a career orientation test and get a better understan-
ding of their respective future professional aspirations.

The Austrian branch sponsored the job profile of an Raw Materials Engineer on Whatchado, since there was 
no related information available. By doing so the attention of young people is attracted towards the mining 
sector, encouraging them to study in a related study programme and hence raising the prestige of mining 
engineering. 

The job profile “Raw Materials Engineer” answers questions such as how to become a raw materials engineer, 
which competencies do engineers need to have, which kind of hard and soft skills are required, which subjects 
to focus on at school and what income to expect after graduation. 

Find more information here: (only available in German)

www.whatchado.com/de/jobinfo/wie-werde-ich-rohstoffingenieur
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LinkedIn

LinkedIn is a social network specifically designed for career and business professionals to connect. The focus 
audience are partners and possible future partners of the centre. Further, LinkedIn expert groups in the field 
of mining are used to increase the visibility of the organisation.

The information and activities shared on the Centre’s and the staff member’s profile have between 300 -3000 
impressions per article. “Organic impressions“ on LinkedIn refers to the number of times unpaid content is 
shown to members.
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MOBILITY AND MEASURES TO INCREASE MOBILITY

Aiming to promoting and creating favourable conditions for the mobility of 
students, increasing the number of mobilities as well as encouraging cultural 

curiosity and awareness, the Austrian branch has focused in the second 
half year on the following three activities: 

study programme „engIneerIng geoeCology“

MUL, SPMU and TUBAF established the International Joint Study 
Programme “Engineering Geoecology”. In October 2020, selected 

students started their first semester of studies in Leoben.

Due to the current Covid- 19 situation the students were not able to come 
to Austria physically.

However, thanks to the technical infrastructure and good preparations, the courses 
and exams were transformed and adapted to distance learning mode. 

The semester at Montanuniversität Leoben started with a Virtual Welcome Day, where the team of the Austrian 
branch warmly welcomed everyone. After a virtual campus and city tour of Leoben all open questions regar-
ding the student’s time and studies at our university where answered.

The international students will continue their second semester at TU Bergaka-
demie Freiberg in Germany, followed by the third semester  at Saint 
Petersburg Mining University in the Russian Federation. Finally, 
the fourth semester is all about finalising the master’s 
thesis at the respective home university. 

student survey on barrIers to mobIlIty

Seeking to increase the number of international 
student mobility and encourage students to gain 
experience in an international environment, the 
Austrian branch collected information, conducted 
surveys and interviewed local students.

The goal was to learn more about the students perceived 
obstacles and motivation of going abroad along with their views 
and perspectives on outgoing mobility in general. 

The most commonly mentioned outgoing barriers were 1) Intransparency regarding the 
creditability of courses, 2) language difficulties, 3) cultural differences. 

CommenCIng work on the CreatIon of equIvalenCe Catalogues 

To overcome one of the barriers mentioned in the conducted 
survey (see above), the Austrian branch started to exchange 
information with SPMU on courses taught in English at both 
universities. The next step then will be the creation of an equiva-
lence catalogue for courses between MUL and SPMU.

Such equivalence catalogues ensure transparency in the recog-
nition process at the home university of ECTS earned at the 
receiving university. This makes planning the time abroad for 
students easier. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PREMISES

The premises of the Austrian branch at Montanuniversität Leoben are perfectly 
surrounded by other key institutions of the University: The Austrian branch 
is situated in Peter-Tunner-Strasse 15, 8700 Leoben together with MIRO, 
Montanuniversität International Relations Office; RIC, Resources Innova-
tion Centre; ZSBK, the University’s Centre for foreign languages, education 
and culture; as well as USI, the University’s sports institute. 

It comprises of one seminar room, the “Litvinenko seminar 
room” on the 3rd floor, a UNESCO entrance hall and 
welcome lounge, the office of the coordinators as 
well as a second seminar room on the 2nd floor.

The seminar room on the 2nd floor with advanced 
conference technology will allow geographically 
independent, real time online research and educa-
tion lectures.

fIlm studIo for teaChIng vIdeos 
It can be seen from various discussions in higher education institutions nationally 

and internationaly that the concepts of Blended Learning, Inverse Classroom 
and Flipped Classroom will most probably become established in the very near 

future. In this context, there are strong efforts at many universities to update 
the technical infrastructure.

This trend has been accelerated due to the current Covid-19 situation. The 
adaption of teaching settings in higher education institutions followed and 
new formats of knowledge transfer and networking emerged.

One example are the online lecture series of the Austrian branch (see in 
detail page 16), where between 70-120 participants from over 20 countries 
come together each week to receive relevant information from internati-

onal experts about the latest research in the area of sustainable engineering. 

Simultaneously, the seminar room at the premises of the Competnece Centre 
is being converted into a video studio for general use by lecturers at our univer-

sity, the student’s union and of course (inter-)national guest researchers. 

Equipped with appropriate camera, lighting and sound technology, lecturers will 
beable to produce high quality videos for teaching, by spring 2021.

The advantage of lecture videos is that they can be recorded very effectively. The students 
can view the content asynchronously (i.e. at any time up to a defined date) and also for 
several times, if they wish. The actual lecture units are then used more efficiently by discus-

sing unclear points, doing exercises, supervising group work, etc. The valuable time in the classroom is thus 
effectively used and students have an incentive to come to classes, even if their presence is not mandatory. 

Beside a „self-service“ scenario where the equipment is pre-set in a default mode, the set-up also allows for a 
very complex setting including a green screen.

Seminar room 
Litvinenko

Welcome area

Markus Orthaber 
preparing the installation 
of the studio
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PRE - JUMPSTARTER WORKSHOP 

Fostering innovation is one of the goals of the Austria branch. 
Therefore, in cooperation with EIT RawMaterials, a one-day 
workshop was organised in order to prepare students and young 
researchers for the application procedure of the Jumpstarter 
Programme: an innovation contest aiming to reach out, identify 
and support the best ideas from researchers, professionals and 
early-stage start-ups, with a potential impact in the Raw Mate-
rials Value Chain.

The aim of the Pre-Jumpstarter workshop was to facilitate an 
international environment to hold a fruitful workshop, where 
knowledge is shared, questions are asked, entrepreneurial 
mindset is built, and where ideas are grown and validated. 18 
participants with 12 different nationalities took the chance to 
network and explore new opportunities.

The agenda included working sessions on the question “What is 
an entrepreneur?”, brainstorming and presenting start-up ideas, 
networking and getting to know the application procedure of the 
Jumpstarter Programme.

Robert Obenaus-Emler, Senior Researcher at the Chair of Ceramics: 

 “The Pre-Jumpstarter workshop is a perfect location for students to apply and sharpen their tools to tackle 
problems that they are facing either in their everyday life or when working on projects or a thesis.“

We were pleased to invite Mr. Frans Nauta, speaker and trainer: “Raw Materials clearly have a big challenge in 
Europe  both as an industry to produce enough for what Europe needs and also from a sustainability challenge. 
Any industry that is challenged has huge economic opportunities. 

I would argue for instance 
that climate change is not 
only a problem but is actually 
the biggest economic oppor-
tunity in the 21st century, 
because we need to fix all 
these problems. And even-
tually – I am an optimist 
– humanity will. That means 
the better, cleaner, greener, 
more efficient solutions will 
win. All in all, this is a huge 
opportunity. And where can 
you do this better than at 
Montanuniversität Leoben and the Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education?”

Frans Nauta’s work is in innovation & entrepreneurship, with a focus on cleantech and more recently Data 
Science and AI. He is training start-ups, giving lectures and helping clients develop innovation ecosystems. He 
is the founder of ClimateLaunchpad, the green business ideas competition. The adventure started in 2014, and 
accidentally grew into the world’s largest green business ideas competition.

Frans Nauta, speaker and trainer

Participants of the workshop
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EVENT „METAL DAYS“ 

The “MetalDays” are an annual programme organised by the Depart-
ment of Metallurgy (Montanuniversität Leoben) to give selected 
young people between 17-18 years of age an insight into the 
exciting field of metallurgy. Under the motto „Experience and 
understand metals“, pupils from all over Austria can discover 
the many opportunities offered by studying metallurgy. Due 
to the Covid-19 situation the event was rescheduled and 
reorganised, splitting the group into smaller ones. In 2020 
the “MetalDays” took place from 01.07.-03.07. (group 1, 12 
pupils) and 26.08.-28.08. (group 2, 13 pupils). 

The programme included visiting the Chairs of Non-ferrous 
Metallurgy, Metal Forming, Iron and Steel Metallurgy, Casting 
Research, and Simulation, among networking opportunities with 
Master- and PhD students of Metallurgy as well as graduates and profes-
sionals in this field. 

The Austrian branch is financially supporting this event, thus raising the prestige of mining engineering, contri-
buting to activities in education which raise the status of and interest in universities in the raw materials sector, 
promoting sustainable development and lifelong learning opportunities. In the event`s information brochure 
the Austrian branch introduced itself and its activities thus carrying out marketing activities on the territory of 
Austria promoting the ideas of the Centre.

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL „CIrCool“

CirCOOL is MUL’s innovative & interdisciplinary international summer school programme that successfully 
premiered in July 2018 and went into its second round in 2019 – again with outstanding feedback. In 2020 
CirCOOL took place for the third time in a revised form. This year’s CirCOOL focused on one specific field within 
the circular economy: the production, processing and recycling of polymers. 

The CirCOOL programme intends to enable students to see the bigger scope of their specific educational field 
and what it can contribute to the whole material circle. CirCOOL is 
arranged in a modular structure, which mirrors the various major 
steps of the value life cycle. This approach strongly contributes to the 
de-isolation of the various fields of expertise needed to implement 
the material loop. 

Due to the current Covid-19 situation the event 
has been rescheduled (originally planned 

in July 2020) and reorganised as an 
online format in September 2020.

Two future engineers &
Coordinator Anja Zarfl with the 
participants of the online format

Metallurgy engineers at work
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RESEARCH STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND JOINT RESEARCH TOPICS AND ACTIVITIES

One of the activity areas of the Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering and Education and its network is 
“Science and Innovation”. The Austrian branch actively participates in this area by developing a research stra-
tegy agenda and realise specific actions:

presentatIon at the ChaIr of mInIng engIneerIng and mIneral eConomICs

On 10 December the Austrian branch held an informational 
presentation at the Chair of Mining Engineering and Mineral 
Economics. This meeting was aiming to facilitate future coope-
ration in research and education between SPMU and MUL. 

During this online event professors and scientific staff received 
an update about current and future activities of the Centre. 
Among others, the ongoing joint Master’s and planned double 
PhD programme, staff mobility offers and prospective interns-

hips in mining enterprises were presented. Further, opportunities for scientific cooperation between SPMU 
and MUL were discussed.

After giving an overview, the presentation focused in more detail on the planned double PhD programme. PhD 
students from Russia are known for their thorough knowledge and remarkable scientific results. The imple-
mentation of such a joint PhD programme opens further possibilities for mutual scientific projects and results. 
In this context, short-, mid- and long-term PhD internships became an important part of the discussion.

Another focus was the funding of common scientific projects. The Austrian branch is researching for informa-
tion available to offer a portfolio of different funding opportunities, which would be beneficial for both parties. 
An example would be the special call for joint Russian-Austrian scientific projects. Announced in December 
2020 both by FWF and Russian Fonds, the possible application for this funding is in discussion and elaboration 
between the scientific coordinator of the Austrian branch, Anastasia Kucheryavaya, and SPMU.

The last point on the agenda was the announcement, that the Austrian branch will organise a visit of scien-
tific staff members of MUL to SPMU, once the Covid-19 situation is over. It will create the opportunity to get 
familiar with scientific and educational facilities, connect with other researches, gain international and cultural 
experience. 

CoordInatIon of „sCIentIfIC researCh proJeCt“ for the geoeCology students

The students of the master’s programme “Engineering Geoeco-
logy” will write the final version of their master thesis during the 
fourth semester at the home university. Nevertheless, prepara-
tory work and experiments start with the first semester. 

During the first online semester of studies, the Austrian branch 
supported the students in advancing their scientific work .

On the one hand, the young researchers presented their topics 
in the course “Scientific Research Project” and discussed it with MUL’s 
programme coordinator, Professor Peter Moser. 

On the other hand, in the writing process the students will receive supervi-
sion from the Austrian branch and Professors of MUL for their specific 
topics. During the whole process, they are commonly mentored by all 
three partner universities.

GeoEco Scientific work presentation
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meetIng wIth the vICe-reCtor of sCIenCe and InnovatIon of spmu

As part of the preparation to facilitating educational and scientific collaboration, 
on 17 December a meeting between Vice-Rector of Science and Innovation at 

SPMU Professor Maria Pashkevich, scientific staff members of SPMU and  the 
scientific coordinator of Austrian branch Anastasia Kucheryavaya took place. 
During the meeting several topics were covered.

Firstly, the Joint Master‘s Programme „Engineering Geoecology“ was discussed. 

The students enrolled in this programme have to complete the course “Scientific 
Research Project” during their first semester at Montanuniversität in Leoben. The work, done for this course 
will be a part of their master theses. The protocol of the joint scientific supervision by SPMU, TUBAF and MUL 
of the master theses were drafted. 

The scientific supervisors from SPMU, Vice-Rector Maria Pashkevich and Olga Cheremisina were present at 
the meeting.

After consultations between the supervisors, the experiments will be 
defined. Finally, the common working schedule should be agreed by all 
sides. 

Consequently, students could optimise the work through the whole period 
of the master programme. This detailed schedule will allow to use resources 
of involved universities to an optimised and efficient way. 

As a result, the collaboration of the triple master’s programme ensures that 
scientific supervisors and students get familiar with experimental facilities 
and working procedures throughout all involved universities. It also will help enabling future academic activi-
ties and facilitate the growth of professional networks.

Secondly, the planned double PhD programme, between MUL and SPMU, was discussed. As previously agreed 
by both universities, PhD internships were installed to give PhD students the opportunity to already work at 
the partner university, before the final implementation of the double PhD programme is achieved. 

Due to the Covid-19 situation, the start of the internships planned for March 2020 was postponed. In this 
context, both sides confirmed their high interest of realisation of this PhD Internships after the Covid-19 situ-
ation will permit. 

Adding another aspect, Vice-Rector Maria Pashkevich mentioned the academic potential of the above-
mentioned master theses to be continued in the new double PhD programme. 

Lastly, possibilities of scientific funding were envisaged. 

The Austrian branch is compiling funding opportunities, in both Russia and Austria, available for common 
projects. Subsequently, this knowledge will be made available to our partners through the network of the 
Competence Centre, where more ideas of researchers from both universities could be put into practice.

Such meetings of the Austrian branch with Vice-Rector of Science and Innovation, including other colleagues 
from SPMU, became an important step to explore potential common specific topics for future joint research 
activities between MUL and SPMU.

Meeting with Vice-Rector Maria Pashkevich 
representants of SPMU
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PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/EVENTS 

mosCow green eConomy forum: Common presentatIon wIth dr. JurIy ZhukovskIy

29-30 oCtober 2020

“Moscow Green Economy Forum” is an 
international platform devoted to the 
discussion and development of a green 
economy in the world and specifically in 
Russia. The main target was the promo-
tion of the principles of sustainable 
development and green economy.

Supported by the Ministry of Science 
and Higher Education of the Russian 
Federation, it brought together over 300 
participants. International educational 
and scientific institutions, representa-
tives of governmental authorities and 
non-profit organisations took part in 
the event. 

The broad spectrum of topics enabled the participants to engage in lively discussions. Among others, the 
agenda included green economy principles in industrialised countries and achievements in the implementa-
tion of the SDGs in Russian businesses and in education.

During the Forum, special attention was paid to the synergies of digital technologies and education. The 
Austrian branch of the Competence Centre and the Educational Research Center for Digital Technologies at 
SPMU were given the opportunity to jointly give a presentation on “Digital competences as a basis for sustai-
nable development of energy sector”.

This presentation was a result of the cooperation between the headquarter of the UNESCO MinEngEdu 
Competence Centre at SPMU, the Austrian branch and Resources Innovation Center (RIC) at MUL. RIC provided 
information on the European Union’s policies in education as well as on current projects at MUL in the field of 
in mining education.

The first speaker was Dr. Juriy Zhukovskiy, Director of the Educational Research Center for Digital Techno-
logies at SPMU. The second speaker was Anastasia Kucheryavaya, Scientific 
Coordinator of at the Austrian branch. Both addressed opportunities and 
challenges of digital competences for future engineers.

In his part Dr. Zhukovskiy named the key conditions for development, 
adaptation and implementation of digital technologies in the energy 
sector. 

His presentation was based on the experiences made at SPMU in 
creating and implementing educational programmes, which included 
digital technologies. 

At SPMU digital competences are taught, as they are seen as part of 
necessary skills for future engineers. In addition, the target of their educa-
tion is not only to give the future generation knowledge on how to solve 
engineering tasks in the mining or raw materials sector, but also to ensure the sustaina-
bility of the solutions offered, including their benefits for society in general.

Dr. Yuriy Zhukovskiy giving his presentation
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The second speaker, Anastasia. Kucheryavaya, gave an overview on policies of the European Union in the 
educational field: the mile stones include the implementation of digital tools, creation of modern methodo-
logical materials, teachers’ trainings and development of new study programmes. In particular, the European 
Skills Agenda for Sustainable Competitiveness, Social Fairness and Resilience 2020 was presented to the 
forum’s audience. 

In this context, Montanuniversität Leoben was given as an example of a higher education institution develo-
ping programmes and activities deriving from this EU agenda.

For instance, the implementation of the “Engineering Geoecology” study programme was mentioned, which is 
an international triple degree master’s programme between MUL, TUBAF and SPMU. Another example are the 
mixed reality handbooks for higher mining education “MiReBooks”, which are planned to be made available 
in Russian language.

Anastasia Kucheryavaya giving her presentation
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ATTENDANCE IN CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/EVENTS

dIdaCtIC semInars

september 2020

As part of the Competence Centre the Austrian branch organises a 
variety of educational activities. Aiming to deliver the best quality, 
knowledge about structuring courses using different medias and 
motivation methods for learning are necessary. 

For the purpose of gaining this knowledge, the Austrian 
branch is team participated in two didactic courses, offered 
at Montanuniversität Leoben. 

The first course, Didactic II, a 2-day workshop took place on 
17-18 September. 

The second course, Active learning I, took place on 28-30 
September and  aimed at future lecturers at the Montanuni-
versität Leoben. 

Taken from these workshops, the practical advices were success-
fully implemented in the Online Lecture Series and other 
educational events organised by Austrian branch.  

The knowledge gained from these courses will enable the team 
from the Education Competence Centre at the Austrian branch 
to provide the students and staff at the headquarter and other 
branches with qualified educational lectures and seminars.

the 16th mInIng and exploratIon forum mInex russIa 

6-8 oCtober 2020

The central theme of the forum in 2020 was «Russian Mining Industry 
– Unprecedented Challenges and Solution” and was attended by 
around 440 participants. The conference hosted 120 speakers, 57 
exhibitors and 15 session and workshops. 

In particular, the following topics were discussed:

• forecasts and trends in demand for ores and metals,

• business activities in the mining and geological industry in Russia,

• the role of the state in the regulation and development of the  
      mining industry in the context of a global pandemic,

• resources recovery: the balance between discretion and risk. 

The global Covid-19 consequences influenced the agenda of the 
Minex. Specifically, the management of mining production during lockdown was a focus topic.

Within the forum the second edition of the conference “Mining Goes Digital” took place. It presented successes 
of companies in decreasing costs and becoming more efficient by implementing digital technologies, such as 
artificial intelligence in their mining operations.

Anna Voica, Professor Enrique Grabl, 
Anastasia Kucheryavaya at the didactics seminar

Screenshot made during the conference
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InnovatIve trends In mInIng: effeCtIve mIneral exploratIon 
14-16 oCtober 2020

The X th research and practical conference „Innovative trends in mining engineering design: effective mineral 
exploration” was held at SPMU. This prestigious event, brought together more than 300 specialists of the 
mining sector. 

Delegates from scientific and research institutions, universities, and mining companies took part in this online 
conference. Further, members of governmental offices, such as the Federal Environmental, Industrial and 
Nuclear Supervision Service of Russia as well as the Federal autonomous institution “Main Department of 
State Expertise” were represented. 

The main themes of the conference in Russian were: 

• efficiency improvement of mineral exploration, 

• exchange of practical experiences, and 

• professional networking.

Among other, topics were geological and economic assessment of mineral deposits, mineral processing, 
geomechanics, underground and surface mining, digital technologies, mining safety, and blasting.

esee dIalogue ConferenCe

03-04 november 2020

The EIT RawMaterials Regional Center Leoben at Montanuniversität Leoben organised the 12th ESEE Dialo-
gue Conference.

During the online conference, the topic Brain Drain and its effects on the ESEE (East and Sout-East European) 
region was be discussed in the field of education, industry and politics. 

This phenomenon refers to the permanent loss of skilled workers or students in a region and is more important 
today than ever before.

Through various initiatives, attempts are being made to counteract the brain drain as the raw materials industry 
and other sectors in the Eastern and South Eastern Europe are strongly affected.

The aim of the 12th ESEE Dialogue Conference was to address the brain drain through discussions and a lively 
exchange of views and to jointly find new approaches in order to use brain drain positively.

workshop “skIlls and CompetenCIes of the xxIst Century workforCe”

The Finish branch at LUT organised an international online workshop about future mining-engineering educa-
tion. It explored the different opinions, currents, and trends existing in the business sector. Leading companies, 
research centers, and stakeholders met with selected speakers and renowned professional figures in industry 
to analyse and discuss which the professional needs would be in a close future.

Funded by EIT RawMaterials, it was hosted in the context of the work within the MEITIM Project “MSc Program 
in Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Technology Integration in Mining” (2020-2023) - Shaping the next gene-
ration skilled workforce”.
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webInar “CIrCular eConomy for materIals proCessIng”

11 deCember 2020

The Finish branch of the Competence Centre at LUT organised a webinar, where a new course “Circular 
Economy for Materials Processing” was introduced. 

Piloted in 2019, it got very positive feedback from the over 120 participants. 

The aim of the course is to provide knowledge and skills for interdisciplinary problem solving, the entrepreneu-
rial mindset and gender equality.  

The Austrian branch in cooperation with the LUT, will promote the dissemination of these skills among engi-
neering students on an international stage. 

hydrogen ConferenCe of the german-russan raw materIals forum

1 deCember 2020

Montanuniversität Leoben participated in the conference „Global Energy Economy: Hydrogen as a Future 
Driver?“ organised by the the German-Russian Raw Materials Conference. It was dedicated to the topic of 
Hydrogen as an important part of the future energy sector.

The agenda listed three points to be discussed.

• During the first section, the current situation in the global 
hydrogen energy future was discussed. Special attention 
was paid to leading countries in this area of research, such 
as Japan, Norway, Saudi Arabia, and the European Union. 

• The second section was entirely devoted to the oppor-
tunities of Russian-German cooperation. 

• The third section provided a comprehensive outlook to 
current scientific progresses in hydrogen energy.

Montanuniversität Leoben has a strong competence in the 
field of hydrogen production from natural gas, especially 
based on pyrolysis processes. Experimental infrastructure was 
recently set up for the pyrolysis of methane in liquid metal-based 
installation. 

The development of common research activities in the field of the 
pyrolysis of natural gas is one of the potential research topics for a 
cooperation between SPMU and MUL.

The team of the Austrian branch has attended, among others, additionally following events:

„Intercultural Sensibilisation of University Personnel“ (MUL) on 28 October 2020

 „Online Flipped IRSPBL Aalborg“ (UNESCO Aalborg PBL Centre) on 28 October 2020

Rector Vladimir S. Litvinenko giving his presentation
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annex

medIa releases

Article on the website of Montanuniversität Leoben regarding the kick-off of the online lecture series 

(https://www.unileoben.ac.at)

We would like to thank our partners for the organisations of such important events and we are looking forward 
2021.
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Article on the website of the headquater website (https://en.unesco.spmi.ru/)
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Article in the university‘s magazine „Triple M“ at MUL, December 2020
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

BIPs     Blended Intensive Programmes

BOKU     University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna

EIT RawMaterials   European Institute for Technology on Raw Materials

ESF     Engineers for a Sustainable Future

EU     European Union

EURECA-PRO    The European University on Responsible Consumption and Production

KIC     Knowledge and Innovation Community (of the EU)

LCA     Life Cycle Assessment

LUT     Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology, Finland

MiReBooks    Mixed Reality Handbooks for Mining Education

MINT (German) = STEM  Mathematik, Informatik, Natur- und Ingenieurwissenschaft und Technik

MIRO     Montanuniversität International Relations Office

MUL      Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria

Q&A     Questions and Answers

R&D     Research & Development

RIC     Resources Innovation Center Leoben 

SDGs     Sustainable Development Goals

SPMU     Saint Petersburg Mining University, Russian Federation

STEM     Science, Technology, Engineering and Math

TUBAF     Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany

UNESCO Aalborg Centre   Aalborg Centre for Problem Based Learning in Engineering Science and  
     Sustainability under the auspices of UNESCO

UNESCO Competence Centre   International Competence Centre for Mining-Engineering Education  
     Centre  under the auspices of UNESCO
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